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A STRUCTURE THEOREM AND THE GRADED BETTI
NUMBERS FOR ALMOST COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS
ALFIO RAGUSA AND GIUSEPPE ZAPPALA`
Abstract. We provide a structure theorem for all almost complete
intersection ideals of depth three in any Noetherian local ring. In par-
ticular, we find that the minimal generators are the pfaffians of suit-
able submatrices of an alternating matrix. From the graded version
of the previous result, we characterize the graded Betti numbers of all
3-codimensional almost complete intersection schemes of Pr.
Introduction
It is well known that in any regular local ring R every ideal I for which
the number of elements in a minimal set of generators is equal to its heigth
is generated by a regular sequence, in particular it is a perfect ideal (in the
sense that hdR/I = depth I). This simple fact has an important conse-
quence for studying projective schemes X of Prk, since this class of ideals
characterizes complete intersection schemes, i.e. schemes X of codimension
c whose defining (saturated) ideal IX in R = k[x0, x1, . . . , xr] is generated
by c elements, hence schemes which can be described with the minimum
number of equations. Thus, complete intersection schemes are necessarily
generated by a regular sequence and consequently are arithmetically Cohen
Macaulay (aCM). In particular, from this one has a very simple description
of a minimal free resolutions of R/IX (Koszul resolution) and consequently
of the graded Betti numbers. The question becomes immediately more com-
plicated when one admits that the ideal IX has one generator more than its
depth. In some part of the literature aCM schemes X of Prk, of codimen-
sion c whose defining ideal IX is minimally generated by c+ 1 elements are
called almost complete intersection schemes. Similarly, in any unitary com-
mutative local ring A a perfect ideal I for which ν(I) = depth I + 1 is said
to be an almost complete intersection ideal. Some discussion about almost
complete intersection schemes can be found on the J. Migliore book’s [Mi].
Very little is known about almost complete intersection schemes (or ideals),
for instance some result for “generic” almost complete intersections can be
found on the article of J. Migliore and R. Mir Roig [MM]. The very first
observation which makes these ideals (or these schemes) nice to study is the
fact that every almost complete intersection is directly linked in a complete
intersection to a Gorenstein ideal (or aG scheme). Indeed, if IQ ⊂ R is
the defining ideal of an almost complete intersection of codimension c and
IZ ⊆ IQ is generated by c minimal generators of IQ which form a regular
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sequence then IG := IZ : IQ is the defining ideal of an aG scheme. By
liaison theory (see for instance [PS]) we have also IQ = IZ : IG. Now, using
this fact and the very nice structure theorem for aG schemes of codimen-
sion 3 (Buchsbaum-Eisenbud [BE]), in this paper we will give a structure
theorem for all almost complete intersection of depth 3 (see Theorem 2.3).
This result generalizes an analogous one of S. Seo which, in [Se] Theorem
2.4, gives a similar characterization for those almost complete intersections
Q such that the aG scheme defined by IG := IZ : IQ has the three minimal
generators of smallest degree performing a regular sequence. On the other
hand, by Diesel paper (see [Di]), one can characterize all graded Betti num-
bers for 3-codimensional aG schemes. Then, using this characterization and
the mentioned structure theorem, we obtain the main result of this paper,
i.e a charaterization of all graded Betti numbers for 3-codimensional almost
complete intersections (Theorem 3.6). Thus, this result provides a new large
class of 3-codimensional projective schemes, besides Gorenstein schemes, for
which one is able to give a complete description of the graded Betti numbers.
1. Notation and preliminaries
Let R be a Noetherian local ring. A perfect ideal I of R is called an
almost complete intersection ideal if ν(I) = depth I+1 (here ν(I) denotes the
number of minimal generators of I). Of course, in case R is Cohen-Macaulay
an ideal I is an almost complete intersection when ν(I) = ht(I) + 1, where
ht(I) is its height or codimension. Analogously, let k be an algebraically
closed field and X ⊂ Prk be a closed subscheme of codimension c. Let IX ⊂
R = k[x0, x1, . . . , xr] be the saturated homogeneous ideal defining X. Then
X ⊂ Prk is said an almost complete intersection scheme when its defining
ideal IX is perfect and minimally generated by c + 1 elements. Our first
observation is that every almost complete intersecion is directly linked in a
complete intersection to an arithmetically Gorenstein (aG) scheme. Indeed,
if IQ ⊂ R is the defining ideal of an almost complete intersection of heigth
c and IZ ⊆ IQ is generated by c minimal generators of IQ which form a
regular sequence then IG := IZ : IQ is the defining ideal of an aG scheme.
By liaison theory (see [PS]) for a complete discussion on this argument) we
have also IQ = IZ : IG.
Therefore many properties of almost complete intersections can be de-
duced by properties of aG schemes. Since in case of codimension c = 3 we
have the Eisenbud Buchsbaum structure theorem for Gorenstein algebras
(see [BE]), in this paper we will produce an analogous structure theorem for
all almost complete intersections of depth 3. We will give also a graded ver-
sion of this structure theorem. Moreover, since again in codimension c = 3
by Diesel paper (see [Di]) all graded Betti numbers for Gorenstein graded
algebras are characterized, we will describe all possible Betti sequences for
almost complete intersections of depth 3. For all of this we need to fix some
terminology and to remind some known facts about free resolutions, in par-
ticular, for Gorenstein algebras and about pfaffians of alternating matrices.
Moreover, since the Betti sequences are simply sequences of finite multi-
sets of positive integers, we need also to fix terminology and basic facts on
multisets.
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We start just with basic notation and properties of multisets.
Let A be a set. A multiset on A is a function M : A → Z+; for every
a ∈ A the integer M(a) will be called the multiplicity of a in M and we will
denote it also with µM (a). When M is a multiset the domain of M is called
the support of M and we denote it by SuppM. Whenever b /∈ SuppM we
will set µM(b) = 0.
Sometimes, for simplicity, we will denote the multiset M with a finite
support by M = {{m1,m2, . . . ,mt}}, where in the list each element of the
support ofM appears as many times as its multiplicity inM, and sometimes
we will use the notation M =
{
a
(µM (a1))
1 , a
(µM (a2))
2 , . . . , a
(µM (ar))
r
}
, where ai
are all the elements in SuppM. We define |M | =
∑
a∈SuppM µM (a). Of
course, if M is a multiset with µM (a) = 1 for all elements in SuppM we
can identify the multiset M with its support.
Now we will remind the definitions concerning the main operations on
multisets. If M and N are two multisets we will denote
M∩N : SuppM∩SuppN → Z+, where (M∩N)(y) = min{µM (y), µN (y)},
M∪N : SuppM∪SuppN → Z+, where (M∪N)(y) = max{µM (y), µN (y)},
M ⊔N : SuppM ∪ SuppN → Z+, where (M ⊔N)(y) = µM (y) + µN (y),
if we set Supp(M \N) = {x ∈ SuppM | µM(x) > µN (x)} then
M \N : Supp(M \N)→ Z+, where (M \N)(y) = µM (y)− µN (y);
moreover, we will say thatM is a submultiset of N and we will writeM ⊆ N
whenever SuppM ⊆ SuppN and for every y ∈ SuppM µM (y) ≤ µN (y). Of
course, when M ⊆ N then N =M ⊔ (N \M).
In the sequel when M is a finite multiset of integers we define ‖M‖ =∑
y∈SuppM µM (y)y. Furthermore, if n is also an integer, we define the mul-
tiset n±M by
n±M : n± SuppM → Z+, where (n±M)(n± y) = µM(y).
Proposition 1.1. If M is a multiset of integers, n is an integer and H :=
M ∩ (n−M), then for every x ∈ SuppH µH(x) = µH(n− x).
Proof. Of course, for every x ∈ SuppM µM (x) = µn−M(n − x). Then for
every x ∈ SuppH we have
µH(x) = min{µM (x), µn−M (x)} =
= min{µn−M (n− x), µM (n− x)} = µH(n− x).

Let now R = k[x0, . . . , xr] and IX the defining (saturated) ideal of a
projective scheme X ⊂ Prk. We recall that the standard graded k-algebra
R/IX admits a graded minimal free resolution of the following type
0→
⊕
j
R(−j)βpj → . . .→
⊕
j
R(−j)β0j → R→ R/IX → 0
which, if we restrict ourselves to the βij 6= 0, can be written as
0→
⊕
h∈SuppMp
R(−h)µp(h) → . . .→
⊕
h∈SuppM1
R(−h)µ1(h) → R→ R/IX → 0
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where each Mi is a multiset of positive integers and µi(h) := µMi(h). We
will call (M1, . . . ,Mp) the Betti sequence of X or also of R/IX , and we will
denote it by βX or βR/IX .
For simplicity, from now on for every multiset of positive integers M we
will set ⊕
h∈M
R(−h) :=
⊕
h∈SuppM
R(−h)µM (h)
hence, the resolution can be written
0→
⊕
h∈Mp
R(−h)→ . . .→
⊕
h∈M1
R(−h)→ R→ R/IX → 0
Now, since Gorenstein algebras of depth 3 can be described by alternating
matrices, we establish some terminology for such matrices.
Let R be any commutative ring.
If i 6= j are positive integers we set 〈i, j〉 the following integer
〈i, j〉 =
{
i+ j + 1 if i < j
i+ j if i > j
If M = (aij) is an alternating matrix of size m with entries in R we will
denote byMîj the alternating matrix obtained fromM by deleting both rows
and columns i and j. With this terminology when m is even one can easily
verify that the pfaffian of M (for definitions and basic facts on phaffians see
for instance [IK] Appendix B) can be computed, for every i = 1, . . . ,m, by
pfM =
∑
j
(−1)〈i,j〉aij pfMîj . (1)
Moreover, if M is an alternating matrix of size m, with m even, we will
denote by M = (aij), where aij = (−1)
〈i,j〉 pfMîj, the pfaffian adjoint of M,
which is clearly an alternating matrix.
Remark 1.2. If
M =

0 a | B
−a 0 |
−− −− −|− −−
−tB | C

is an even alternating matrix, by repeating the previous formula for i = 1, 2,
one can show that its pfaffian can be computed as
pfM = a pf C + pf(B C tB)
where C is the pfaffian adjoint of C as defined above.
Let ψ : F∨ → F be an alternating map with F a free R-module of rank
even m. If B is a basis for F and B∨ the dual basis for F∨, ifM is the matrix
associated to ψ with respect to such bases, we will denote by ψ : F → F∨
the map whose associated matrix with respect to the previous bases is the
pfaffian adjoint of M, i.e. M(ψ) = M. Note that ψψ = (pf ψ) idF∨ and
ψψ = (pf ψ) idF . Moreover we will write Pfs(ψ) for the ideal generated by
th pfaffiani di ψ of order s.
Furthermore, with the same notation, when the rankm is odd and {p1, . . . , pm}
are the m submaximal pfaffians of the matrix M = M(ψ) (with respect to
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fixed bases B and B∨), if p ∈ I = (p1, . . . , pm), then there exists an alter-
nating map ψ˜ : G∨ → G, where G is a free module of rank m + 2, such
that the alternating matrix M˜ = M(ψ˜) (with respect to suitable bases B˜
and B˜∨) has the m + 2 submaximal pfaffians {p1, . . . , pm, p, 0}. Indeed, if
p = a1p1+ . . .+ampm, it is enough to take G = F ⊕R
2 and as ψ˜ : G∨ → G,
the alternating map which, respect to given bases B˜ and B˜∨, is defined by
the alternating matrix
M˜ =

| 0 a1
M |
...
...
| 0 am
−− −− −− −− | − − −− −−
0 · · · 0 | 0 −1
−a1 · · · −am | 1 0

To complete the assertion it is enough to compute the submaximal pfaffians
of M˜ , using the above formula (1) with respect to the (m + 1)-th column
for all pfaffians except for the (m+ 1)-th pfaffian for which we use formula
(1) with respect to the last column. Applying the previous observation we
get the following
Lemma 1.3. Let R be a noetherian local ring and IG a Gorenstein ideal of
depth 3 in R and p1, p2, p3 ∈ IG. Then there exists an alternating map ϕ :
H∨ → H of odd rank m such that Pfm−1(ϕ) = IG and 3 of the submaximal
pfaffians of ϕ are exactly p1, p2, p3.
Proof. Take any alternating map ψ : F∨ → F of rank odd n such that
Pfn−1(ψ) = IG = (g1, . . . gn), then apply the previous observation to get
a new alternating map ϕ : H∨ → H of odd rank m = n + 6 such that
Pfm−1(ϕ) = IG = (g1, . . . gn, p1, p2, p3, 0, 0, 0). 
We need also the following lemma.
Lemma 1.4. LetM be an alternating matrix of odd size m, with entries in a
unitary commutative ring R. Let I be the ideal generated by the submaximal
pfaffians of M and let (q1, . . . , qm) be a set of generators of I. Then there
exists an alternating matrix whose submaximal pfaffians are uq1, . . . , uqm,
where u is a unit of R.
Proof. Let p = (p1 . . . pm) be the vector of the submaximal pfaffians of M
and let q = (q1 . . . qm). Then p = qA, where A is an invertible square matrix
of size m.
Let us consider the alternating matrix AM tA. Now, if N is an alternating
matrix we write pfN for the vector of the submaximal pfaffians of N and if A
is a square matrix we write A for the adjoint matrix of A. A straightforward
computation shows that
pf(AM tA) = (pfM)A = pA = (detA)q.
Since A is invertible, detA is a unit, so we are done. 
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Now recall that if AG = R/IG is a Gorenstein graded algebra of depth 3
(R = k[x0, . . . , xr]), its graded minimal free resolution is of the type
0→ R(−ϑG)→
⊕
h∈ϑG−H
R(−h)→
⊕
h∈H
R(−h)→ R→ AG → 0
where H is the multiset of the degrees of the minimal generators of IG and
ϑG = 2‖H‖/(|H| − 1) (remind that |H| must be odd). Hence the multiset
H determines all the graded Betti numbers of AG. Moreover, the integers
in H = {{h1 ≤ h2 ≤ . . . ≤ h2m+1}} must satisfy the following Gaeta-Diesel
conditions (see [Ga] and [Di]): ϑG is an integer and ϑG > hi+1 + h2m+2−i
for i = 1, . . . ,m.
In general when T is a graded R-module, (R any polynomial ring), and
F• 0→
⊕
h∈Mp
R(−h)→ . . .→
⊕
h∈Mi+1
R(−h)→
⊕
h∈Mi
R(−h)→ . . .
. . .→
⊕
h∈M1
R(−h)
is a graded free resolution of T with each Mj a multiset of positive integers,
we say (M1, . . . ,Mp) the multiset sequence associated to the resolution F•.
If s ∈ SuppMi ∩ SuppMi+1, we say that s is a repetition in the resolu-
tion. Moreover, if N ⊆ Mi ∩Mi+1 we say that N is cancellable for T if
there is a graded free resolution of T whose associated multiset sequence is
(M1, . . . ,Mi \N,Mi+1 \N, . . . ,Mp).
Next proposition collects some numerical facts about the graded free res-
olutions of 3-codimensional standard graded Gorenstein algebras.
Proposition 1.5. Let
0→
⊕
h∈C
R(−h)→
⊕
h∈B
R(−h)→
⊕
h∈A
R(−h)→ R→ R/IG → 0
be a graded free resolution (not necessarily minimal) of a depth 3 Gorenstein
graded algebra.
i. |B ∩C| = |C| − 1.
ii. Let ϑ be the unique element in Supp(C \B). If s ∈ Supp(A ∩B) is
such that µA∩B(s) > µA∩B(ϑ−s) then the multiset {s
(µA∩B(s)−µA∩B(ϑ−s))}
is cancellable for R/IG.
Proof. i. It is enough to remind that in a minimal free resolution of a
Gorenstein algebra the module of last syzygies has rank one.
ii. It is enough to remind that in a minimal free resolution of a depth 3
Gorenstein algebra, by selfduality, µA∩B(s) = µA∩B(ϑ− s). 
Since we need complete intersection ideals contained in Gorenstein ideals,
we state some results from the paper [RZ2].
Let
β =
(
{{d1, . . . , d2n+1}}, {{ϑ − d2n+1, . . . , ϑ − d1}}, {ϑ}
)
,
nϑ =
∑
di, d1 ≤ . . . ≤ d2n+1, be a Betti sequence admissible for an depth 3
standard graded Gorenstein algebra. Let
CIgβ = {a ∈ N
3
≤ | ∃ an ideal I ⊂ R containing a regular sequence of type a
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with βR/I = β, R/I Gorenstein ring},
where
N
3
≤ = {(a1, a2, a3) ∈ N
3 | a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3}.
In [RZ2] Theorem 3.6 it was shown that the poset CIgβ has only one
minimal element and it was computed. We report here that statement.
Theorem 1.6. Let β =
(
{{d1, . . . , d2n+1}}, {{ϑ−d2n+1, . . . , ϑ−d1}}, {ϑ}
)
,
nϑ =
∑
di, d1 ≤ . . . ≤ d2n+1, be a Betti sequence admissible for an Artinian
Gorenstein quotient of k[x1, x2, x3] and define the sets
B = {3 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1 | ϑ ≤ di + d2n+4−i}
and
C = {4 ≤ i ≤ n+ 2 | ϑ ≤ di + d2n+5−i}.
Then CIgβ has a unique minimal element which we will call mci β. Precisely,
i) if B 6= ∅, then mci β = (d1, dmaxB , d2n+4−minB);
ii) if B = ∅ and C 6= ∅, then mci β = (d1, d2, dmaxC);
iii) if B = ∅ and C = ∅, then mci β = (d1, d2, d3).
In particular CIgβ = {b ∈ N
3
≤ | b ≥ mciβ}.
In the sequel we will need also the following proposition which is a refor-
mulation of Lemma 3.7 of [RZ2].
Proposition 1.7. Let H be an admissible Hilbert function for an Artinian
Gorenstein quotient of k[x1, x2, x3] and let β = (D,ϑ−D, {ϑ}) be a Goren-
stein Betti sequence compatible with H, with D = {{d1, . . . ,2n+1 }}, d1 ≤
. . . ≤ d2n+1. Let C be as in Theorem 1.6 and
B := {3 ≤ i ≤ 2n+ 1 | ϑ ≤ di + d2n+4−i}.
We have
a) i ∈ B ⇒ µD(di) = −∆
2H(di).
b) i ∈ C, i 6∈ B, i− 1 6∈ B ⇒ µD(di) = −∆
2H(di)− 1.
c) i, j ∈ B, di = dj ⇒ i = j.
d) If µD(di) = −∆
2H(di) and k = min{j | dj = di} then k ∈ B.
e) If µD(di) = −∆
2H(di) − 1 and k = min{j | dj = di} ≤ n + 2 then
k ∈ C.
Proof. We set νh := µD(h) and σh := µϑ−D(h).
a) Let i ∈ B; then di ≥ ϑ− d2n+4−i > di−1; furthermore ϑ− d2n+3−i >
di, so
−∆2H(di) =
di∑
h=1
νh −
di∑
h=1
σh − 1 = (νdi + i− 1)− (i− 2)− 1 = νdi .
b) Let i ∈ C \ B such that i − 1 6∈ B; then di ≥ ϑ − d2n+5−i > di−1;
furthermore, since i 6∈ B, ϑ− d2n+4−i > di, so
−∆2H(di) =
di∑
h=1
νh −
di∑
h=1
σh − 1 = (νdi + i− 1)− (i− 3)− 1 = νdi + 1.
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c) If i < j then di = di+1 so we should have
ϑ ≤ di + d2n+4−i = di+1 + d2n+4−i < ϑ.
d) We have di > d1, therefore k > 1 and dk > dk−1; consequently
di−1∑
h=1
νh =
dk−1∑
h=1
νh = k − 1;
moreover by hypotheses
−∆2H(di) =
di∑
h=1
νh −
di∑
h=1
σh − 1 = νdi ⇒
dk−1∑
h=1
νh −
dk∑
h=1
σh = 1
i.e.
dk∑
h=1
σh = k − 2⇒ ϑ− d2n+4−k ≤ dk ⇒ k ∈ B.
e) Again di > d1, therefore k > 1 and dk > dk−1; consequently
di−1∑
h=1
νh =
dk−1∑
h=1
νh = k − 1;
moreover by hypotheses
−∆2H(di) =
di∑
h=1
νh −
di∑
h=1
σh − 1 = νdi + 1⇒
dk−1∑
h=1
νh −
dk∑
h=1
σh = 2
i.e.
dk∑
h=1
σh = k − 3⇒ ϑ− d2n+5−k ≤ dk,
hence k ∈ C.

Remark 1.8. We remind that by [RZ1], Proposition 3.7, for every di > d1,
−∆2H(di) is equal to the largest number of minimal generators of degree di
(which we will denote by MngH(di)) compatible with an Artinian Gorenstein
graded algebra of codimension 3 having Hilbert function equal to H.
Remark 1.9. Note that if B = ∅ then B ⊆ {n + 2}. Indeed let i ∈ B; since
B = ∅ we have that i ≥ n+2; moreover ϑ ≤ di+d2n+4−i, so 2n+4−i ≥ n+2,
hence i ≤ n+ 2 i.e. i = n+ 2.
2. Structure theorem for almost complete intersections
In the sequel, if f :M → N and g :M → P are maps of modules we will
write (f, g) :M → N ⊕P for the map defined by (f, g)(m) = (f(m), g(m)).
Moreover, if f :M → P and g : N → P we will write f |g :M ⊕N → P for
the map defined by f |g(m,n) = f(m) + g(n).
Let R be a Noetherian local commutative ring, H0 a free R-module of
odd rank m0 ≥ 5 and ϕ0 : H
∨
0 → H0 an alternating map. Let J :=
Pfm0−1(ϕ0) be the ideal generated by the pfaffians of ϕ0 of size m0 − 1
(note that despite the fact that the pfaffians depend on the choice of the
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bases in H0, J depends only on the map ϕ0). Moreover, we denote by
pf ϕ0 : H0 → R the map defined by the submaximal pfaffians of ϕ0. It is
known by Buchsbaum-Eisenbud Theorem (see [BE]) that depthJ ≤ 3 and
we suppose here that depthJ = 3. Take a regular sequence (p1, p2, p3) in J.
By Lemma 1.3 there exists an alternating map ϕ : H∨ → H of odd rank m
such that Pfm−1(ϕ) = J and 3 of the submaximal pfaffians of ϕ are exactly
p1, p2, p3. So J = (p1, p2, p3, . . . , pm), where the pi’s, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are the
submaximal pfaffians of ϕ.
Let I = (p1, p2, p3) and ψ : G
∨ → G an alternating map whose pfaffians
are exactly p1, p2, p3. Then H = G⊕ F, where F is a free R-module of rank
m−3, and pf ϕ = pf ψ|σ, where σ : F → R. Therefore we have the following
decomposition: ϕ =
(
α | − λ∨, λ|β
)
, where α : G∨ → G, β : F∨ → F and
λ : G∨ → F. Moreover we denote by β : F → F∨, the alternating map such
that ββ = p id and ββ = p id, where p is the pfaffian of the map β. One can
see that (with respect to suitable bases) the matrix associated to β is the
pfaffian adjoint of the matrix of β.
[The pfaffian of an empty matrix will be 1; note that pf ψ∨ = −(pf ψ)]
Proposition 2.1. With the above notation
0 // F∨
(λ∨,−β)
// G⊕ F
(
p |λ∨β,−pf ψ |−σ
)
// G⊕R
pf ψ|p
// R
is a free resolution of an almost complete intersection algebra R/Q.
Proof. We start by proving that the canonical surjection R/I → R/J can
be lifted to a map between their resolutions in the following way:
0 // R
(pf ψ)∨
//
p

G∨
ψ
//
(p,−βλ)

G
pf ψ
//
(id,0)

R
id

0 // R
((pf ψ)∨,σ∨)
// G∨ ⊕ F∨
(
α |−λ∨,λ|β
)
// G⊕ F
pf ψ|σ
// R
Indeed, since
0 = (λ|β)((pf ψ)∨, σ∨) = λ(pf ψ)∨ + βσ∨ ⇒
⇒ βλ(pf ψ)∨ + ββσ∨ = 0⇒ βλ(pf ψ)∨ + pσ∨ = 0
we have
(p,−βλ)(pf ψ)∨ = (p(pf ψ)∨,−βλ(pf ψ)∨) = (p(pf ψ)∨, pσ∨) = p((pf ψ)∨, σ∨).
Now Remark 1.2 will imply, in our notation, that αp+λ∨βλ = ψ. There-
fore we have(
α | − λ∨, λ|β
)
(p,−βλ) =
= (αp + λ∨βλ, λp− ββλ) = (ψ, λp − pλ) = (ψ, 0) = (id, 0)ψ.
Then we set FI• and F
J
• the above resolutions of R/I and R/J and τ :
F
I
• → F
J
• the above complex map. Thus, if we set Q := I : J, we see
that a free resolution of R/Q is given by the mapping cone of the map
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τ∨ : (FJ• )
∨ → (FI•)
∨. If we make cancellations where we have identities map
we get the required resolution of the almost complete intersection R/Q. 
As a simple consequence of the previous result we have
Corollary 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian local ring and let M be an alter-
nating matrix of odd rank m, whose entries are in R. Let p1, . . . , pm be the
submaximal pfaffians of M and pabc the pfaffian of order m − 3 obtained
by M by deleting the rows and columns a, b, c. If (pa, pb, pc) is a regular
sequence, then
(pa, pb, pc) : (p1, . . . , pm) = (pa, pb, pc, pabc).
The Proposition 2.1 gives a way to construct almost complete intersec-
tion algebras but the very interesting thing is that every almost complete
intersection can be constructed in this way.
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a Noetherian local ring and IQ ⊂ R be a perfect
ideal of depth 3 of an almost complete intersection. Then there exists an
alternating map ψ : H∨ → H, where H is a free R-module of odd rank with
im pf ψ of depth 3, such that, with the above notation,
0 // F∨
(λ∨,−β)
// G⊕ F
(
p |λ∨β,−pf ψ |−σ
)
// G⊕R
pf ψ|p
// R
is a free resolution of R/IQ.
Proof. Since IQ is an almost complete intersection ideal we have that IQ =
(p0, p1, p2, p3) and since depth IQ = 3 we can suppose that IZ := (p1, p2, p3)
is generated by a regular sequence. Let IG := IZ : IQ. Then IG is a
Gorenstein ideal of depth 3. By Lemma 1.3, there exists an alternating map
ϕ : H∨ → H, such that the submaximal pfaffians of ϕ are exactly p1, p2, p3
and the other generators of IG. By Proposition 2.1 the above resolution gives
a resolution of R/IQ. 
Now we would like to give a graded version of the previous result.
Let Prk be the projective space with r ≥ 3 and R = k[x0, x1, . . . , xr] the
standard graded coordinate ring of Prk.
Theorem 2.4. Let Q ⊂ Prk be an almost complete intersection scheme of
codimension 3 and IQ ⊂ R be its defining ideal. Then R/IQ admits a graded
free resolution of the following type
0→ K∨(−d)→ G(−d0)⊕K → G⊕R(−d0)→ R
where d0 is a positive integer, G = ⊕
3
i=1R(−di), d = do + d1 + d2 + d3,
K = ⊕mi=4R(−ei), m ≥ 5 an odd integer and d1, d2, d3, e4 − d0, . . . , em − d0
are the degrees of all submaximal pfaffians of a suitable alternating matrix
of size m.
Proof. Let Z ⊂ Prk be a complete intersection generated by 3 minimal gen-
erators of IQ, of degrees d1, d2, d3. Let IΓ := IZ : IQ. IΓ is the saturated
homogeneous ideal of an aG scheme Γ directly linked to Q in Z. As in
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Proposition 2.1 we have the following diagram
0 // R(−ϑZ) //

G∨(−ϑZ) //

G //

R

0 // R(−ϑG) // G∨(−ϑG)⊕ F
∨(−ϑG)
ϕ
// G⊕ F // R
where the first row is a minimal graded resolution of R/IZ and the second
row is the graded resolution of R/IΓ, obtained by the alternating map ϕ as
in Lemma 1.3. So we have that G = ⊕3i=1R(−di) and F = ⊕
m
i=4R(−di).
Dualizing and shifting by −ϑZ this diagram we get
0 // R(−ϑZ) //

G∨(−ϑZ)⊕ F
∨(−ϑZ)

// G(−d0)⊕ F (−d0) //

R(−d0)

0 // R(−ϑZ) // G∨(−ϑZ) // G // R
where d0 := ϑZ − ϑG. Taking the mapping cone and after the trivial cancel-
lations we obtain the following resolution of R/IQ
0→ F∨(−ϑZ)→ G(−d0)⊕ F (−d0)→ G⊕R(−d0)→ R.
Now if we set K := F (−d0) and d := 2ϑZ − ϑG = d0 + d1 + d2 + d3 we get
0→ K∨(−d)→ G(−d0)⊕K → G⊕R(−d0)→ R,
which is the required resolution. 
Corollary 2.5. Let Q ⊂ Prk be an almost complete intersection scheme of
codimension 3 and IQ ⊂ R be its defining ideal, then R/IQ admits a graded
free resolution of the type
0→ K∨(−d)→ G(−d0)⊕K → G⊕R(−d0)→ R
in which d0 = min{deg p | p ∈ IQ}.
Proof. Let d0 ≤ d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3 the degrees of a minimal set of generatorso of
IQ. Since we can find a regular sequence of minimal generators in IQ of type
d1, d2, d3, the conclusion follows by repeating the argument of Theorem 2.4
using such a regular requence. 
Example 2.6. Let Q ⊂ P3k be the 0-dimensional almost complete intersection
linked to 5 general points (Γ) in a complete intersection Z of type (2, 2, 8).
Then we consider the following graded resolutions
0→ R(−12)→ R(−4)⊕R(−10)2 → R(−2)2 ⊕R(−8)→ R→ R/IZ → 0
and
0→ R(−5)→ R(−8)⊕R(−3)5 ⊕R(3)→ R(−8)⊕R(−2)5 ⊕R(3)→
→ R→ R/IΓ → 0,
where the last one is the pfaffian resolution of R/IΓ got by the minimal one
by adding the term R(−8)⊕R(3) to the second and to the third module of
the complex. Such a resolution can be built as illustrated in Lemma 1.3 and
the pfaffians of its alternating central map are the five minimal generators
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of IΓ of degree 2, the form of IΓ of degree 8 used to perform the linkage and
the null form. So we have G = R(−2)2 ⊕ R(−8), K = R(−9)3 ⊕ R(−4),
d0 = 7 and d = 19. Consequently we get the following resolution of R/IQ
0→ R(−15)⊕R(−10)3 → [R(−9)2 ⊕R(−15)] ⊕ [R(−9)3 ⊕R(−4)]→
→ [R(−8)⊕R(−2)2]⊕R(−7)→ R→ R/IQ → 0.
Note that a minimal graded resolution of R/IQ can be obtained by deleting
the term R(−15).
3. The graded Betti numbers of almost complete intersections
In this section we would like to characterize all graded Betti sequences
admissible for an almost complete intersection scheme of codimension 3 of
P
r.
Since we are interested to the graded Betti numbers for such schemes we
can restrict ourselves to the Artinian reduction of X. So, from now on, we let
R = k[x1, x2, x3] and AQ = R/IQ an Artinian almost complete intersection
graded algebra. A graded minimal free resolution of AQ is of the following
form
0→
⊕
h∈F
R(−h)→
⊕
h∈E
R(−h)→
⊕
h∈D
R(−h)→ R→ AQ → 0
where D,E,F are multisets of positive integers with |D| = 4, |E| = |F |+3.
For this aim we will consider the following multisets of positive integers
D = {{d0 ≤ d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3}}, E = {{ei}}
p+3
i=1 and F = {{fi}}
p
i=1 where
p ≥ 2. In the sequel we will denote D∗ = {{d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3}}.
Lemma 3.1. Let (D,E,F ) be a Betti sequence admissible for an Artinian
almost complete intersection graded algebra of codimension 3. Then
1) d− F ⊂ E, where d = ‖D‖;
2) if we set Ê := E \ (d − F ), S := D∗ ∩ (ϑZ − Ê), D := D
∗ \ S then
Ê = (d0 +D) ⊔ (ϑZ − S).
Proof. 1) Let A = R/IQ be an Artinian almost complete intersection graded
algebra such that βA = (D,E,F ). IQ contains a length 3 regular sequence
of type (d1, d2, d3) which is part of a minimal set of generators for IQ; let
IZ be the ideal generated by such a regular sequence. Then IG := IZ : IQ
is a Gorenstein ideal of depth 3. By standard mapping cone procedure we
obtain the following graded free resolution of R/IG
0→ R(−ϑG)→
⊕
h∈ϑZ−E
R(−h)→
⊕
h∈ϑZ−F
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈D∗
R(−h)→ R
where D∗ = {{d1, d2, d3}}, ϑZ = ‖D
∗‖, ϑG = ϑZ − d0. Since, by mapping
cone, no summand of
⊕
h∈ϑZ−F
R(−h) is cancellable in such a resolution,
by Gorenstein duality, ϑG−(ϑZ−F ) ⊂ ϑZ−E hence ϑZ−(ϑG−(ϑZ−F )) ⊂
ϑZ − (ϑZ − E), i.e. d− F ⊂ E.
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2) By our setting we have D∗ = S ⊔D and ϑZ − Ê = S ⊔ [(ϑZ − Ê) \ S];
therefore in the previous resolution we have that⊕
h∈ϑZ−E
R(−h) =
⊕
h∈S
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈(ϑZ−Ê)\S
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈−d0+F
R(−h)
⊕
h∈D∗
R(−h) =
⊕
h∈S
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈D
R(−h)
where the only summands eventually cancellable are in
⊕
h∈S R(−h), there-
fore, by Gorenstein duality, ϑG−D = (ϑZ − Ê) \S, hence ϑZ − (ϑG−D) =
ϑZ − [(ϑZ − Ê) \ S], i.e. d0 +D = Ê \ (ϑZ − S) and we are done. 
Because of the previous lemma it is convenient to give the following defi-
nition.
Definition 3.2. A sequence (D,E,F ) of multisets of positive integers is
said of aci-type if it satisfies the following conditions
1) |D| = 4, |E| = |F |+ 3, |F | ≥ 2;
2) d− F ⊂ E, where d := ‖D‖;
3) if we set Ê := E \ (d−F ), d0 := minD, D
∗ := D \{d0}, ϑZ = ‖D
∗‖,
S := D∗ ∩ (ϑZ − Ê), D := D
∗ \ S then Ê = (d0 +D) ⊔ (ϑZ − S).
Remark 3.3. Let A = R/IQ be an Artinian almost complete intersection
graded algebra such that βA = (D,E,F ); let IZ be an ideal generated by
a regular sequence of type (d1, d2, d3) which is part of a minimal set of
generators for IQ and IG := IZ : IQ the linked Gorenstein ideal of depth 3.
Then the minimal graded free resolution of AG = R/IG has the following
form ⊕
h∈ϑZ−F
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈D
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈S
R(−h)
↑⊕
h∈−d0+F
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈ϑG−D
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈S
R(−h)
↑
R(−ϑG)
↑
0
where S ⊆ S. Now observe that ϑG−[(ϑZ−F )⊔D] = (−d0+F )⊔(ϑG−D), so
we can apply Proposition 1.1 and deduce that for S there are 4 possibilities
depending on its cardinality.
0) S = ∅;
1) |S| = 1 in such a case, by Proposition 3.7 and Remark 3.8 in [RZ1],
S = {ϑG/2};
2) |S| = 2 in such a case, by Proposition 3.7 and Remark 3.8 [RZ1],
S = {{α, ϑG − α}} for some α;
3) |S| = 3 in such a case, by Proposition 3.7 and Remark 3.8 [RZ1],
S = {{ϑG/2, α, ϑG − α}} for some α.
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In particular, if ϑG/2 /∈ SuppS then |D| + |F | is odd and consequently
|S| + |F | is even. It is easy to produce examples in which ϑG/2 ∈ SuppS
and |S|+ |F | is even and examples in which ϑG/2 ∈ SuppS and |S|+ |F | is
odd.
Now we prove two technical lemmas which will be crucial for the charac-
terization of the Betti sequences of almost complete intersections.
Lemma 3.4. Let AG be an Artinian Gorenstein graded algebra of codimen-
sion 3 whose Betti sequence is βG. Let (d1, d2, d3) ≥ (e1, e2, e3) := mci βG,
with d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3 and e1 ≤ e2 ≤ e3.
1) If di = ei for some i then for every regular sequence (g1, g2, g3) in
IG, with deg gj = dj for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, gi is a minimal generator for IG.
2) If di > ei for some i and IG has a minimal generator of degree di
then there are in IG regular sequences (g1, g2, g3), with deg gj = dj
for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, such that gi is a minimal generator for IG and regular
sequences (h1, h2, h3), with deg hj = dj for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, such that hi
is not a minimal generator for IG.
Proof. 1) Let us suppose that di = ei for some i and let us consider a
regular sequence (g1, g2, g3) in IG, with deg gj = dj for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. It is
enough to remind that if i = 1 then d1 = min{deg f | f ∈ IG}; if i = 2 then
depth(IG)≤d2−1 = 1; if i = 3 then depth(IG)≤d3−1 = 2.
2) Let us suppose that di > ei for some i and that IG has a minimal
generator of degree di. Let (f1, f2, f3) be a regular sequence in IG such that
deg fj = ej for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. If we choice hj := fjaj , where aj is a generic form
of degree dj − ej , for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, we get a regular sequence in which hi is not
a minimal generator for IG. Now we set gj := fjaj, where aj is a generic
form of degree dj − ej for j 6= i and we take as gi a generic form in (IG)di .
Of course, (g1, g2, g3) is a regular sequence and, since by hypothesis IG has
minimal generators in degree di, gi will be a minimal generator for IG. 
Lemma 3.5. Let AΓ = R/IΓ be an Artinian Gorenstein graded algebra of
codimension 3, whose last syzygy degree is ϑΓ. Let (f1, f2, f3) be a regular
sequence in IΓ, with deg fi = di and d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3. Let us suppose that
di+dj = ϑΓ and fi, fj are minimal generators for IΓ for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3.
Let AG be an Artinian Gorenstein graded algebra of codimension 3 whose
Betti sequence is obtained from the Betti sequence of AΓ by deleting the
degrees di and dj between generators and first syzygies. If (e1, e2, e3) :=
mciβG, then di > ei and dj > ej .
Proof. Along this proof we let γ1 ≤ . . . ≤ γ2m+1 be the degrees of a minimal
set of generators for IΓ, g1 ≤ . . . ≤ g2m−1 be the degrees of a minimal set of
generators for IG and (ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3) := mciβΓ.
We start with the more delicate case, i.e. for i = 2 and j = 3. By
[RZ3] Theorem 3.9, we have mciβG ≤ mciβΓ ≤ (d1, d2, d3), so if ǫ2 < d2
the conclusion follows for d2. Therefore we can suppose that ǫ2 = d2. If A
is an Artinian Gorenstein graded algebra of codimension 3, whose Hilbert
function is H, we write MngH(n) as the largest number of minimal genera-
tors of degree n compatible with an Artinian Gorenstein graded algebra of
codimension 3 having Hilbert function equal to H (see Remark 1.8).
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Now, if H is the Hilbert function of AΓ, according to Proposition 1.8
and Theorem 1.6, either ǫ2 = γ2 or IΓ has MngH(ǫ2) minimal generators of
degree ǫ2. But ǫ2 = γ2 implies that γ2 = ǫ2 = d2 = ϑΓ − d3 is a degree of a
first syzygy of IΓ which is clearly impossible. So, IΓ has MngH(ǫ2) minimal
generators of degree ǫ2 = d2. On the other hand the Hilbert function of AG
is still H and IG has MngH(d2) − 1 minimal generators in degree d2. This
implies, again by Proposition 1.8 and Theorem 1.6, that e2 < ǫ2 = d2.
Now, if d3 > ǫ3 we are done. So we can assume that d3 = ǫ3. Observe that
first ǫ3 > γ3 : indeed, otherwise, d3 = ǫ3 = γ3 and consequently d2 = ǫ2 = γ2
(we remind that d2 and d3 are degrees of minimal generators for IΓ) and
we should have again a first syzygy of degree γ2 for IΓ. So we have two
possibilities: either ǫ2 = γ2 or ǫ2 > γ2. If ǫ2 = γ2, since ǫ3 > γ3, by Theorem
1.6 BΓ = ∅ and CΓ 6= ∅. If BΓ = ∅ then IΓ has MngH(ǫ3) − 1 minimal
generators in degree ǫ3. Then e2 = γ2 and IG has MngH(ǫ3)− 2 generators
in degree ǫ3; therefore e3 < ǫ3, i.e. d3 > e3. If BΓ = {n + 2} (see Remark
1.9) then γn+2 ≥ ϑΓ − γn+2 > γn+1 hence e3 ≤ gn+1 = γn+1 < γn+2 = ǫ3
(note that, in this case, gi = γi, for i ≤ n+ 1).
Finally, if ǫ2 > γ2 then
BΓ = {3 ≤ h ≤ m+ 1 | ϑΓ ≤ γh + γ2m+4−h} 6= ∅
(as defined in Theorem 1.6) and consequently IΓ has MngH(d3) minimal
generators in degree d3. Let
BG = {3 ≤ h ≤ m | ϑΓ ≤ gh + g2m+2−h}
and
CG = {4 ≤ h ≤ m+ 1 | ϑΓ ≤ gh + g2m+3−h}
Now, if BG 6= ∅, since IG has MngH(d3) − 1 minimal generators in degree
d3, we see that e3 < ǫ3 = d3. If BG = ∅ and we set b := maxBΓ, there exist
only two integers, γb and γ2m+4−b, in which IΓ has the maximum number of
minimal generators allowed by H. Therefore ϑΓ − γb = γ2m+4−b = ǫ3 = d3
and this implies also that d2 = γb = ǫ2. Moreover gh = γh for 1 ≤ h ≤ b− 1,
gh = γh+1 for b ≤ h ≤ 2m+2−b and gh = γh+2 for 2m+3−b ≤ h ≤ 2m−1.
Therefore
gb = γb+1 ≥ γb = ϑΓ − γ2m+4−b ≥ ϑΓ − γ2m+5−b = ϑΓ − g2m+3−b
i.e. b ∈ CG. Let c := maxCG. Of course b ≤ c ≤ m + 1 ≤ 2m + 2 − b, so
e3 = gc = γc+1. Therefore we have gc = γc+1 = e3 ≤ ǫ3 = d3 = γ2m+4−b.
Suppose that e3 = ǫ3 = d3, i.e. γc+1 = γ2m+4−b. Since c + 1 ≤ m + 2 <
2m+4− b, we have γh = γ2m+4−b for c+1 ≤ h < 2m+4− b. Consequently,
γh + γ2m+4−h ≥ γ2m+4−b + γb = ϑΓ, i.e. h and 2m + 4 − h satisfy the
inequality to stay in BΓ; but h > b and 2m + 4 − h > b therefore h 6∈ BΓ
and 2m+4− h 6∈ BΓ so we get that h ≥ m+2 and 2m+4− h ≥ m+2 i.e.
h = m+2. So we are reduced to the case c+1 = m+2 and 2m+4−b = m+3
i.e. c = b = m+ 1 and γm+2 = γm+3. So we have that
ϑΓ = γb + γ2m+4−b = γm+1 + γm+3 = γm+1 + γm+2 < ϑΓ
where the last inequality holds for the Gaeta-Diesel conditions. So we get a
contradiction and consequently e3 < ǫ3 = d3.
The remaining cases are simpler. So, if i = 1 and j = 2 since ϑΓ−d2 = d1 is
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a first syzygy for IΓ we have d1 > ǫ1 ≥ e1. Moreover, d2 = ϑΓ−d1 ≥ ϑΓ/2 ≥
γm+1 ≥ ǫ2. thus, if d2 = ǫ2 we should have d2 = ϑΓ/2 = d1 = γm+1 and,
consequently, ϑΓ/2 = ϑΓ − γm+1 > γm+2 ≥ ϑΓ/2, a contradiction, therefore
d2 > ǫ2 ≥ e2.
Finally, if i = 1 and j = 3, as before we easily get that d1 > ǫ1 ≥ e1.
Of course, we can suppose d3 = ǫ3. We then show that BΓ 6= ∅ : namely,
otherwise, d3 = ǫ3 ≤ γm+2, let us say d3 = γh for some h ≤ m+ 2. Thus we
should have
d1 = ϑΓ − d3 = ϑΓ − γh > γ2m+3−h ≥ γm+1 ≥ d2
a contradiction. Therefore, we have BΓ 6= ∅ and as in the case i = 2 and
j = 3 we are reduced to the case in which BΓ has only one element b. In
this case we have ǫ2 = γb and ǫ3 = d3 = γ2m+4−b; then d1 = ϑΓ − d3 =
ϑΓ − γ2m+4−b > γb−1 and γb ≥ ϑΓ − d3 = d1 since b ∈ BΓ, i.e. d1 = γb and
the conclusion e3 < ǫ3 = d3 follows as in the final part of the previous case
i = 2 and j = 3.

Theorem 3.6. Let (D,E,F ) be a sequence of multisets of positive integers.
(D,E,F ) is a Betti sequence admissible for an Artinian almost complete
intersection algebra of codimension 3 if and only if it satisfies the following
conditions:
1) it is an aci-type sequence;
2) βG := (G0, G1, G2) is the Betti sequence of a 3-codimensional Goren-
stein Artinian graded algebra, where
G0 := (ϑZ − F ) ⊔D ⊔ T
G1 := (−d0 + F ) ⊔ (ϑG −D) ⊔ T
G2 := {ϑG}
with ϑG := ϑZ − d0 and T := {ϑG/2} when ϑG/2 ∈ SuppS and
|F |+ |D| is even and T := ∅ otherwise.
3) if we set (e1, e2, e3) := mciβG, e1 ≤ e2 ≤ e3, D
∗ = {{d1, d2, d3}},
d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3 then di ≥ ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and for every s ∈ Supp(S \
T ), di > ei for i := min{j | dj = s}+ µS\T (s)− 1.
Proof. Let us suppose that (D,E,F ) is the Betti sequence of an almost
complete intersection of codimension 3. By Lemma 3.1 (D,E,F ) is an aci-
type sequence. Using the same terminology of the Definition 3.2 we denote
D = {{d0, d1, d2, d3}} with d0 ≤ d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3. Let AQ = R/IQ be an almost
complete intersection Artinian graded algebra with Betti sequence (D,E,F )
and AZ = R/IZ be a complete intersection Artinian graded algebra of type
(d1, d2, d3) with IZ generated by f1, f2, f3 minimal generators of IQ. Note
that such AZ must exist since d1, d2, d3 ≥ d0. Let IΓ := IZ : IQ. Of course,
AΓ = R/IΓ is a Gorenstein Artinian graded algebra. Using Remark 3.3 a
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minimal graded free resolution of AΓ will be of the type⊕
h∈ϑZ−F
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈D
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈S
R(−h)
↑⊕
h∈−d0+F
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈ϑG−D
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈S
R(−h)
↑
R(−ϑΓ)
↑
0
Using Remark 3.3 one sees that either S = T or S \ T = {{α, ϑG − α}} for
some α; therefore if we substitute in the previos resolution S with T we get a
graded minimal free resolution of a Gorenstein Artinian graded algebra AG
with ϑG = ϑΓ (see [RZ1] Remark 3.8). Hence condition 2) is verified. Now
observe that βG ≤ βΓ hence mci βG ≤ mci βΓ (see [RZ3] Theorem 3.9). Since
IZ ⊆ IΓ (d1, d2, d3) ≥ mciβΓ ≥ mciβG = (e1, e2, e3). Let s ∈ Supp(S \ T )
and i = min{j | dj = s} + µS\T (s) − 1, say m := µ(S\T )(s). Then, among
f1, f2, f3, there are m forms, of degree s, such that each of them is either a
generator not minimal for IΓ or it is a minimal generator for IΓ, but there
exists a minimal generator for IΓ of degree ϑΓ − s. So, by Lemma 3.4 and
Lemma 3.5, |{j | dj = s, dj > ej}| ≥ m. Let h := max{j | dj = s, dj > ej}.
Then
h ≥ min{j | dj = s, dj > ej}+m− 1 ≥ i := min{j | dj = s}+m− 1,
therefore s = di = dh > eh ≥ ei and we are done.
Vice versa, since (D,E,F ) is aci-type we have
1) D = {d0} ⊔D ⊔ S, |D ⊔ S| = 3;
2) E = (d− F ) ⊔ (d0 +D) ⊔ (ϑZ − S).
Let AG = R/IG be a 3-codimensional Artinian Gorenstein algebra with
Betti sequence βG = (G0, G1, G2); by condition 3), using part 2) of Lemma
3.4 for every s ∈ Supp(S \ T ) with multiplicity µS\T (s) = m we can find a
regular sequence of lenght 3 in IG with m elements of degree s which are
not minimal generators for IG (and the other elements minimal generators
for IG). Say IZ the complete intersection generated by this regular sequence
and IQ := IZ : IG; by mapping cone procedure we see that the minimal
resolution of IQ will be of the following type:
R(−d0)⊕
⊕
h∈D
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈S
R(−h)
↑⊕
h∈d−F
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈d0+D
R(−h)⊕
⊕
h∈ϑZ−S
R(−h)
↑⊕
h∈F
R(−h)
↑
0
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which means that (D,E,F ) is a Betti sequence of an almost complete in-
tersection. 
Example 3.7. In this example we produce a sequence in which all the con-
ditions of Theorem 3.6 hold but the last one, so it is not admissible as a
Betti sequence for an almost complete intersection. Let D = {{3, 6, 6, 6}},
E = {{8, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12, 12, 12}}, F = {{9, 11, 11, 11, 13, 13, 13}} and
β = (D,E,F ). Then ϑZ = 18, ϑG = 15, d = 21, D
∗ = {{6, 6, 6}},
S = {{6, 6, 6}}, G0 = {{5, 5, 5, 7, 7, 7, 9}}, G1 = {{6, 8, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10}},
G2 = {15}. Note that βG := (G0, G1, G2) is a Gorenstein Betti sequence
with mci βG = (5, 5, 7) hence (6, 6, 6) 6≥ mci βG.
Example 3.8. In this example we produce a sequence in which all the con-
ditions of Theorem 3.6 hold, except that one regarding the i = min{j | dj =
s} + µS\T (s) − 1 for some s ∈ Supp(S \ T ), so it is not admissible as a
Betti sequence for an almost complete intersection. Let D = {{2, 5, 5, 7}},
E = {{7, 7, 7, 9, 9, 9, 10, 11}}, F = {{8, 10, 10, 10, 12}} and β = (D,E,F ).
Then ϑZ = 17, ϑG = 15, d = 19, D
∗ = {{5, 5, 7}}, S = {7}, G0 =
{{5, 5, 5, 7, 7, 7, 9}}, G1 = {{6, 8, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10}}, G2 = {15}. Note that
βG := (G0, G1, G2) is a Gorenstein Betti sequence with mciβG = (5, 5, 7),
(d1, d2, d3) = (5, 5, 7) ≥ mci βG, but 3 = min{j | dj = 7} + µS\T (7) − 1 and
d3 = 7 is not greater than e3 = 7.
Example 3.9. The following sequences are admissible as Betti sequences for
an almost complete intersection:
(D,E,F ) =
(
{4, 5(2), 9}, {9(3) , 11(3), 13}, {12(3) , 14}
)
and
(D,E,F ) =
(
{4, 5(2), 9}, {9(3) , 10, 11(3) , 13}, {10, 12(3) , 14}
)
.
Note that we can obtain the first one by the second one by deleting the
“ghost” degree 10.
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